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adequate

enough sufficient purposefully probable

1-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Use the meaning for the following words:  

trend

direction expected to include s.th to expect

2-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Use the appropriate forms of the words from the box to fill in the blanks:

A group of professional urban planners have decided to ………………….. a comprehensive program for urban

planning.           

layout influence trends deliberate

3-

1. 2. 3. 4.

overcome     

efficient defeat

to fight successfully defeat & to fight successfully

4-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Reading comprehension

Read the following passage and answer the related questions.

Planning is that process that relates to the legal and administrative function of town and country planning

which .............. the use of land through procedures of developments plans and development control. This

is the domain of professional planning, a government activity which in principle is intended to ensure that

the public interest is taken in to account in the distribution and allocation of  land to particular uses.

Planning as a legitimate arm of government is one of a number of activities that can help to secure

sustainable development through setting and implementing targets and encouraging patterns of land use

that help to reduce consumption.

How planning regulates the use of land?

Through administrative function of planning

Through government activity

By the means of its domain of recessional planning

Through procedures of development plans and control

5-

1.

2.

3.

4.

What can be considered as a government activity?

Legal function Administration

Town and country planning Regulation of  land

6-

1. 2.

3. 4.

What is Town and country planning intention?

To ensure that the distribution and allocation of land is according to public welfare

To support private interest

To secure of legal planning

To ensure a rational, professional planning

7-

1.

2.

3.

4.
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On addition to the above mentioned, what are other factors of securing sustainable development? 

Allocation and distribution of land

Reducing resource consumption and pollution

Setting targets

planning

8-

1.

2.

3.

4.

How can planning help to secure a sustainable development?

Through reducing government intervention

Through broadening government activity

Through the definition and implementations of targets

Through exceeding government intervention

9-

1.

2.

3.

4.

Planning is that process that relates to the legal and administrative function of town and country planning

which…………….. the use of land through procedures of developments plans and development control.

 Regulates Regulative Regulation Relatively

10-

1. 2. 3. 4.

All the city plans should be provided in a way to ………….. The  community.           

beautify beauty beautiful beautifully

11-

1. 2. 3. 4.

 High walls ………………the city to withstand attacks in accident time.           

preparation prepare preparatory prepared

12-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Eliminate means

worth recklessly

s.th that gives proof to remove or get rid of completely

13-

1. 2.

3. 4.

 Most of countries …………………. Seek for more energy

prevent proceed avoid eliminate

14-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Most of the countries have little ……………… of finding a good justification for their policies.

develop expectation expect development

15-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Dweller means:

to carry out person living in a specified place

s.th in a specified place to choose s.b

16-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Threshold

to put s.th into effect to succeed in getting s.th

point of interring or beginning  s.th a thing that prevent

17-

1. 2.

3. 4.
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The progress of developing countries is ……………. If cities function efficiently. 

implement efficient rational tackle

18-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Disruption

arrangement directive disordering dissolution

19-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Before the industrial Revolution governments could not ……………….. Urban planning and systems.  

repress intimate composition excusive

20-

1. 2. 3. 4.

In European countries in the eighteenth century, small urban houses …………. To the blocks.

Distribution Distribute Distribute Distributively

21-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Any town planning has an important ……………. Which is zoning?           

harmony encroachment adjust prism

22-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Social Policy should be …………  in economic policy.

decline unify enacted incorporate

23-

1. 2. 3. 4.

 Sustainability is an inheritance of the innovations in housing in the near past. 

destroyer s.th which is similar to ancestor

effective element attention

24-

1. 2.

3. 4.

 A decision – oriented approach to urban transportation planning should focus on the ………………. Of the needs of

decision makers.           

promote configuration congestion attain

25-

1. 2. 3. 4.

There are many transportation planning processes under way in a (an)………. area.

rural urban rural&urban environmental

26-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Reconstruction of ………… historical buildings is a priority at the moment. 

chaos devastation spatial catastrophe

27-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Spatial means:

related to the space impressive

making affine display intervene

28-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Devolution means:

to destroy completely  transfer

intervene to ruin s.th

29-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Affluence

influence affect

wealth present every where

30-

1. 2.

3. 4.
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